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Foreword

The world of British comics in the 1950s and early 60s presented a jumbled and 
confusing landscape for a comic art fan like me. 

There were the weekly tabloid comics, drawn mainly by British and European 
artists, although with odd intrusions by American originated material such as 
Buck Rogers, Sky Masters and even Superman himself. 

Many of the same British and European artists drew digest format war, 
western and detective comics, four titles in each line issued monthly, effectively 
making these comics into  weeklies.

Also available were thick 68 page British black and white reprints, nominally 
monthly though often stopping and starting randomly, which featured DC, 
Charlton, Harvey and Atlas material mixed together by genre rather than by 
original publisher. 

From Australia, unlikely as it seemed, came reprints of the Superman and 
Batman lines, sometimes in colour, sometimes black and white, sometimes with 
glossy covers, sometimes not. Eventually, in 1959, the American originals made 
the far more logical hop across only one ocean and began to be imported directly 
from the States.

Finally, there were the British originated comics which attempted to look 
like American comics. Best known was the Marvelman line, written and drawn 
here but based on the Captain Marvel characters which had been shut down in a 
lawsuit.

Marvelman was just one of a host of western, science fiction and superhero 
comics published by small, low-rent publishers like L. Miller and Gerald Swann. 
Discerning readers could easily distinguish these attempts from the far more 
professional and polished American originals but they did give a start to many 
aspiring British artists, prepared to work cheaply, who later found greater fame 
and fortune.

Among these was Ron Embleton, whose work I first saw in a short science 
fiction strip in one of Swann’s long forgotten albums. In contrast to the often 
harshly-delineated and crudely-drawn stories around them, Embleton’s pages 
stood out, the quality of their draftsmanship and evocation of truly human action 
and character putting them immediately on a different plane.

That early work was executed solely in pen and ink but Embleton’s painterly 
talents were already foreshadowed by areas of softly hatched tone and fluid 
outlining. That he could indeed paint was evidenced by the odd illustration I 
would happen across later in a Christmas hardcover annual or children’s historical 
volume.

But it was Wulf The Briton that elevated Embleton to the status and 
prominence he deserved. Published in direct competition to the hugely successful 
Eagle comic, with the same high, full-colour production values, Express Weekly 
put Embleton’s work on its front page.

In retrospect, it seems amazing that a story of crudely dressed ancient Britons 
running around ancient rural England would hold any reader’s interest in the face 
of Eagle’s Dan Dare, with its dazzlingly modern science-fiction action. That it did 
was due almost entirely to the engaging and attractive way that Embleton depicted 
those Britons and their adventures.

It should also be noted that he produced the art for Wulf solo, two full colour 
pages a week, whereas Dare’s team, led by Frank Hampson, employed maybe half 
a dozen artists to fill the same quota.

Not to take anything away from the excellence of Hampson’s creation but it’s 
also remarkable that in contrast to that work, Embleton’s used no photographic 
reference or models. Indeed, his familiarity and confidence with the human figure 
and the warmth of his touch was always a major part of his work’s charm.

Those qualities persisted through all of his work, adding a naturalness to 
such diverse subjects as the puppet characters of Gerry Anderson in TV21 comic 
and the gloriously erotic exploits of Wicked Wanda in Penthouse magazine. In a 
strange parallel to the Wulf The Briton versus Dan Dare competition, Embleton 
here took on the highly talented team that produced Little Annie Fanny for 
Playboy and in several ways managed, as you might say, to outstrip them. 

That Embleton died so early is a great sadness but that a complete collection 
of Wulf has been assembled within these covers is a miraculous, wonderful and, 
frankly, unlikely thing, given the ephemerality and confusion of British comics 
publishing in those far-off days.

Aesthetic and historical reasons aside, this volume gives me great personal 
pleasure because Wulf The Briton happened to be my mum’s favourite comic strip. 
Of all the comics that festooned my childhood home, Embleton’s work was the 
only thing she ever gave a second glance. I know that she, like me, would have 
revelled in this collection.

Dave Gibbons
August 2010
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Wulf the Briton – 
A Reminiscence

From a very early age I always knew, 
instinctively, what strips and what artists 
impressed me. Having been a very poor reader 
as a child, it was the look of the artwork as 
much as the stories themselves that grabbed 
my attention. Although they were unsigned, I 
can still remember Ron Embleton’s illustrations 
for a science fiction subject long before I knew 
his name. Ron had a style that improved to 
perfection over the years but there was always 
that distinctive Embleton “look”.

As a schoolboy of about fourteen, I was 
lucky enough to visit the plush offices of 
Eagle at their new home of Hulton House in 
Fleet Street. Marcus Morris, the editor wasn’t 
available but I was shown into the office of his 
deputy Ellen Vincent. I had some comic strip 
adventure that I had drawn and she was kind 
enough to look at it and gave me some much-
needed advice. In a neat pile in the corner of a 
bookcase, I noticed some copies of Eagle’s rival 
Express Weekly. On the cover, as I knew well, 
was the new adventures of Wulf the Briton, 
recently taken over by Ron Embleton.

Wulf had started on the inside pages and 
was drawn by Ruggero Giovannini, whose 
work I quite liked. He used colour well and 
with the likes of Harry Bishop on Rex Keene 
and Peter Jackson on Mark Fury, I was more 
than happy to sit down on my Tuesday 
lunchtimes with my sandwiches and bottle of 
pop and try to forget about the awful maths 
lessons that afternoon! Likewise on Wednesday 
it was Eagle that entertained me.

Wulf the Briton was proving so popular 
that he was moved to the front page. Then 
Giovannini left and was replaced by an 
unnamed artist for a number of weeks, during 
which time my photo appeared in issue 130. It 

was a school photo of me aged eleven and I was quoted as saying I was a big fan of Jet Morgan and Wulf the Briton. “Not 
for long”, I thought, as I didn’t like the new artist at all and was worried that the feature would go downhill.

But then in May 1957 Wulf appeared with Ron Embleton providing the artwork. What a transformation! With his 
bold, strong drawing and use of colour, Ron made Wulf his own and there was no doubting the fact that he enjoyed the 
work. At this time Jenny Butterworth was still writing the scripts for Wulf and Ron didn’t agree with the type of storylines 
that Jenny was providing. He felt that they were too much like Arabian Nights adventures, whereas Ron saw great 
possibilities in more factual settings. The two had had a very amicable meeting and as Jenny wanted to move onto other 
things, Ron found himself in complete control of Wulf.

In the autumn of 1959 I had arranged a visit to the Express Weekly art studio, which was situated around the back of 
the main Daily Express office block in Fleet Street. At this time I was still an art student and wanted to see as much of the 
workings of children’s comics and magazines as possible. In a sharp contrast to the offices I had visited a few years earlier 
at Hulton’s, the Express Weekly set-up was more like my art college’s old annex. It was a longish room with a low ceiling, a 
number of drawing boards and stacks of artwork. There were low beams across the room on which were signs reminding 
the staff to “Check things” etc. At the far end sat the Art Editor.

I seem to recall his name as King (editor’s note – this would have been Maurice King who was art editor at the time)  
and had the look of someone who had been around in this type of job for many long years. I also remember him having 
one blood shot eye. I sat down and began asking him a few questions about the Express Super Colour Weekly production. 
It was then that my attention was drawn to two newly delivered pieces of artwork, propped up behind Mr King’s chair.

The comic in Ellen Vincent’s bookcase. Even in the earliest stages of Embleton’s tenure on Wulf it was apparent that 
this once failing strip was now in the hands of a master artist and storyteller.
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Those two pages had just made my trip even more rewarding for they were the 
front and second page of a Wulf the Briton episode, but not just any old episode. Page 
one consisted of one large frame of a battle scene depicting Wulf and his companions 
attacking Cartamandua’s fortress – I had never seen anything like it. In 1956 I had 
viewed, up close, some Dan Dare artwork by Frank Hampson and Donald Harley. 
In 1957 Ellen Vincent had shown me two, unlettered, Frank Humphris’s boards for 
Riders of the Range. Then, in 1958 I had marvelled over a Frank Bellamy page from 
The Happy Warrior. Seeing the two Embleton pages was the icing on the cake. I asked 
then what I still ask today; ”How did he do all that?”

Ron Embleton was an editor’s - and art editor’s - dream. He not only wrote and 
illustrated the strip but did his own lettering. His colours on Wulf were always vibrant 
and his figure work outstanding. Even when Wulf went to two pages a week, his 
standards never dropped. As his wife Liz once told me, Ron was incapable of turning 
out a poor drawing or painting. He was also very keen on putting atmosphere into 
Wulf, from dry, dusty plains to rain-soaked forests. He also tried to make the clothing 
and uniforms as accurate as possible, becoming a recognised expert on the Romans 
in later years when he painted countless commissions for books and brochures.

It was on Wulf that Ron’s younger brother Gerry first got some strip cartoon 
experience by doing minor jobs on the feature. Gerry recalls doing the odd 
background details and touching up the decoration on the Roman armour. Both 
Embleton brothers had a love of historical subjects and much preferred illustrating 
books on Ancient Greece or Rome, or tackling a story about Roger’s Rangers than 
science fiction subjects. Ron hated machinery, even hated having to use anything 
mechanical, so Wulf the Briton was much more to his liking than Stingray But he 
tackled every commission with true professionalism. It was on Wulf that he began to 
perfect his painting technique.

Many years later, shortly after I had just met Ron in person, I had tracked down 
the storage basement (just off Fleet Street) where all of the artwork for Wulf ended 
up. I even saw that wonderful full page battle scene again. Sadly when Ron himself 
attempted to look at the pages, he was refused entry! As a little “in joke” Ron even put 
me into one of the frames in his Oh Wicked Wanda strip for Penthouse. As a member 
of the Italian Parliament, I am seen reading, among other things, a “Woof the Briton” 
comic.

To celebrate the publication of the book, The Man Who Drew Tomorrow, Ron 
treated the publisher, his wife Liz and me to an evening meal. He opened a bottle of 
champagne and asked if anyone would like to join him in eating a plate of cockles, 
as a starter. I was the only one who happily agreed! As we laughed at the of mixture 

of champagne and cockles, my mind went back to Ron’s remark about Wulf  being 
long forgotten and how pleased he was to discover that the character wasn’t in fact 
forgotten at all but was remembered with a certain amount of affection. I have 
no doubt that both Wulf and Ron Embleton will long be remembered as major 
contributors to the rich heritage of U.K. comic history.

Alan Vince 
August 2010
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Over the next six months, the circulation figures improved immeasurably as 
did the publication’s future prospects. So much so that, at the Dickensian offices 
in 4 Racquet Court – in quaint contrast with Hulton House, newly-built on Eagle’s 
success – plans were being hatched for a major re-launch. Now opting for full-colour 
photogravure for its main features and utilising the Eagle’s printer, Liverpool’s Eric 
Bemrose, Express (Super Colour) Weekly was evidently aiming at the upper end of the 
comic buying market with issue No.74, dated 18 February 1956. As if to emphasize 
the fickel nature of the comic market, the following week Junior Mirror folded.

One of the challenges faced was to come up with a cover feature that could 
compete with Eagle’s hugely successful Dan Dare – Pilot of the Future. Westerns were 
popular amongst schoolboys, so a credible answer seemed to be Rex Keene – Texas 
Ranger, especially so as Harry Bishop was entrusted with the task of providing 
the cover artwork and an inside page in black-and-white. Already an established 
favourite, Mark Fury set in the early 19th Century world of pugilists, was now 
beautifully drawn in colour by Peter Jackson and considered one of the new-look 
paper’s main attractions. Some readers, therefore, were quite disappointed when, 
in October, this story was suddenly replaced by Freedom is the Prize, about a 
“Spartacus” style bunch of gladiators turning the tables on their Roman oppressors.

However, handled in colour by the Spanish illustrator Ruggero Giovannini, 
his lively treatment of the fast-moving, action-packed story quickly gained the 
approval of most readers including the earlier dissenters. As a consequence, from the 
beginning of 1957, the feature was re-christened Wulf the Briton, after the charismatic 
leader of the troupe, and moved to the front-page. Unfortunately, inside less than two 
months, a bolt from the blue threatened to de-rail the re-launch when Giovannini, 
and other Express Weekly artists, Uggeri, Bellavitas, D’Antonio and Tacconi, abruptly 
left the paper as a result of a dispute with their London based agent who was 
experiencing severe cash-flow problems. Hurriedly the drawing was assigned to Alan 
Pollack, who evidently failed to make the strip connect with its still nascent audience. 
If Wulf was to achieve his front page potential a further change of artist was required 
fairly urgently.

In those altogether more genteel days, there were around a dozen London based 
artists’ agents who ministered to the needs of stressed editors, they would have on 
their books at most twenty to thirty artists who also needed to be located in London 
so that they could respond at the drop of a hat to the most urgent of briefs, rents 
being sufficiently low and the rewards sufficiently generous to make this a practicable 
arrangement for illustrators considered good enough to merit such representation. 
In the case of Express Weekly’s art editor Maurice King, the requirement was fairly 

London days – the young Ron Embleton shortly before his tenure on Wulf at an 
Odhams Press dinner for contributors to Mickey Mouse Weekly. The bespectacled 
man to his left is artist Ron Neilson, whose Mickey Mouse strips were amongst the 
finest U.K. Disney art seen at  the time.

Introduction
In the annals of comic history, Ron Embleton’s magnificent strip Wulf the Briton 
has remained something of an enigma. The work of other contemporaneous U.K. 
artists such as Frank Hampson’s Dan Dare and Frank Bellamy’s Fraser of Africa and 
Gerry Anderson strips are much more familiar to an international fan base, whilst 
Don Lawrence’s Trigan Empire and Storm strips are still in print throughout much 
of Europe. In contrast although frequently mentioned in comic histories, Wulf the 
Briton is seldom seen and with no attempt ever having been made to reprint the strip 
in its entirety, it occupies cult status at best.

The reasons for this are hard to fathom, save that Express Weekly which was 
the weekly comic that hosted Wulf, was very much in the shadow of the Eagle. 
The brainchild of editor the Reverend Marcus Morris and the phenomenally 
talented Frank Hampson, Eagle had been launched by the Hulton Press in 1950 
and was touted as a desirable antidote to parental concerns about the nation’s youth 
succumbing to imports of U.S. horror and crime comics. The success of Eagle did not 
go unnoticed, the first issue sold 900,000 copies and for much of the remainder of 
the decade sales hovered at around the 750,000 mark. Newspaper proprietors, several 
of whom had turned down Morris and Hampson’s proposal, now launched their 
own children’s papers with both Junior Express and Junior Mirror at the forefront 
in September 1954. While neither made the hoped for impact, the Express title 
underwent an early New Year makeover introducing many new features, notably a 
cowboy strip drawn by Jim Holdaway.

Increasingly, more emphasis was given to the strip content, both picture-stories 
and general interest items. By March 1955, the paper had been further transformed 
into, a two-colour gravure, Junior Express Weekly. Bill Lacey, Mike Noble, Tony 
Weare, Selby Donnison, Harry Bishop and Peter Jackson, all eventual stalwarts of the 
British adventure strip, became regular contributors. Gradually they were augmented 
by some of the leading Italian and Spanish artists, who were beginning to break into 
the U.K. market, amongst them Georgio Bellavitas, Ruggero Giovannini, Ferdinando 
Taconni and Mario Uggeri.
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The source of the problem; Alan Pollack’s rendition of Wulf failed to impress 
either his editors or, more importantly, the readers of Express Weekly.

A very Wulf like character appears on the cover of yet another adaptation of the 
Arthurian Legends that Ron Embleton created prior to his tenure on Express 
Weekly.

specific; an artist that could reliably be commissioned to provide at least one page of 
full colour artwork in a style not dissimilar to that of Frank Hampson and his team. 
At Chancery Lane’s Temple Art Agency the father and son team of Don and Patrick 
Kelleher had just such an artist.

Ron Embleton at the age of 27 was already a seasoned illustrator having sold his 
first strip at the relatively tender age of 17, when post-war, bomb-cratered London 
was full of small fly-by-night publishers operating out of seedy offices creating 
U.S. style comics to exploit a burgeoning demand for such fare. The eldest of three 
brothers, Embleton was by nature a very ebullient and energetic individual. He 
rapidly established himself as a rising star amongst the new generation of comic 
creatives, and despite a break for National Service in Malaya, the young artist 
continued to expand his client base, so that his work included book and magazine 
illustration as well as the occasional advertising brief and this was on top of regular 
weekly assignments drawing, lettering and even writing comic strips. Possibly his 
best known regular assignment in the early 1950s, was Strongbow the Mighty for 
Odhams’ Mickey Mouse Weekly. This children’s title was widely-appreciated for its 
high standard of picture-story artwork; and where, amongst his fellow contributors, 
were Bill Lacey, Tony Weare, Frank Bellamy, Harry Winslade and Jim Holdaway.

By the time the call from Temple Art came, Ron Embleton was married to 
his childhood sweetheart Liz and with a newly arrived baby girl, the artist was if 
anything, even more driven to push his career to new heights. Which is what he was 
destined to achieve as he undertook the art chores for Express Weekly’s flagging front 
page feature. Embleton’s brief to revitalise Wulf would initially entail him providing 
one page of painted and lettered artwork to a script provided by Jenny Butterworth. 
Jenny was the young wife of comic editor and writer Mike Butterworth and was 
already beginning to make a name for herself as a highly talented and versatile writer. 
Wulf was but one of many scripts she was producing on a weekly basis.

But for now in the spring of 1957 Embleton just needed to get on with the job 
in hand along with all the other work that was demanding his attention, not least 
of which was a beautifully drawn strip for Mickey Mouse Weekly, entitled Don o’ 
the Drums which he was committed to for at least the next six months. Embleton 
whose work had steadily improved and developed from an already strong base, 
was no slouch when it came to meeting deadlines. A work load which would have 
traumatised many of his peers, including Frank Hampson who even with a team of 
assistants, struggled to bat out a couple of pages of Dan Dare on a weekly basis, was 

par for the course for Embleton and the additional work he was doing for books and 
magazines continued much as before.

As Embleton set about the rescue mission, it was in fact not his first encounter 
with Wulf and his cohorts, as he had provided the artwork for an earlier eight page 
story which would eventually see print later that year in the Express Weekly Annual. 
Drawn in a somewhat more stylised manner to match that of Giovannini, whose 
busy schedule had evidently precluded him from undertaking the commission 
himself, the story featured three supporting roles with Cadmon, Basta and Greatorix 
as international spear carriers to the very “True Brit” Wulf. Having had this initial 
foray with the team, Embleton with Butterworth’s assent dropped the Greatorix 
character who he felt looked like an American convict but retained the name and 
French nationality and appended these to the Cadmon character; the Spaniard 
Basta remained as he was but with a softening around his prickly edges as Embleton 
injected the character (and by extension the strip) with some necessary wry humour. 
With Embleton’s initial slimming down of the dramatis personae to the trio of Wulf, 
Basta and Greatorix the strip was already achieving much more of a dynamic.

The artwork was of course the make or break ingredient that would punch the 
comic off the newsagents’ counters and into the hands of schoolboys who having 
been accustomed to seven years quality output from Frank Hampson’s Dan Dare 
studio, had expectation levels akin to those of the most demanding of Fleet Street 
editors. By this stage of his career Embleton had refined a technique of creating 
colour artwork which would reproduce as crisply as any of the strips in Eagle. He’d 
produced a succession of colour covers and illustrations for a variety of books, as 
well as a colour comic strip adaptation of The Arthurian Legends running for three 
consecutive weeks a year earlier in Playhour. Although the strip was clearly aimed 
at a pre-school readership, it was yet further evidence to Express Weekly’s editors of 
Embleton’s ability to match the product emanating from Hampson’s Epsom studio.

Embleton’s technique in line with his older peers Frank Hampson and Frank 
Bellamy, was to draw the artwork larger in size to the printed product, in Embleton’s 
case this was usually fifty percent up. Where Embleton differed from his peers was 
in the way he worked with colour. Working on illustration board (for Wulf usually 
Reeves Fashion-Plate Board with a “Not” surface allowing for a slight degree of 
absorption) he would lightly pencil in the forms which he would then start to define 
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Two colour illustrations from The First Book of Heroes published at around the 
time of Embleton’s first few months on Wulf, show considerable improvement 
in terms of authenticity as well as technique from his first “sword and sandals” 
excursion, The Singing Sword, published in DC Thomson’s The Hotspur some four 
years earlier. The artwork that Embleton created for this earlier strip had been 
further constrained by the editorial dictat that the strip should eschew the use of 
balloons, reflecting concerns about declining literacy standards resulting from 
too much exposure to U.S. style comic books.

Right Don o’ the Drums, considered by many Embleton enthusiasts as one of 
his finest strips, was completed in parallel to his first few months output on Wulf 
and shows his increasing mastery of punchy layout and dynamic figurework.
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Ron Embleton’s debut on the flagging Wulf feature, provides the strip and Express Weekly itself with 
the necessary lift to credibly compete with Eagle. As with Frank Hampson’s Dan Dare, Embleton’s 
drawing is firmly based on a very solid U.S. comics style of brush line and dropped shadow. Even 
on the first page he not only totally eclipses the work of his anonymous predecessor but also that of 
Ruggero Giovannini. The editors at Express Weekly must have breathed a huge sigh of relief.

(note the rare continuity lapse on the splash panel of issue 146)

The Terror of Tarza
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Meanwhile, at Racquet Court...
As a young aspiring artist David Slinn, like a few of his more dedicated 
contemporaries would write to the editors of his favourite comics as he sought to  
unearth more information on the industry.

Where he differed from the majority of his fellow letter writers was that his sheer 
persistence opened doors for him and allowed him to be involved with the creative 
process during the relatively brief boom in post war U.K. comics.

His account of those days affords a unique insight into the changes wrought in the 
wake of the success of the Eagle comic and the platform this revolution afforded for 
such unique talents as Ron Embleton, Frank Bellamy and Don Lawrence.

 As such it makes for a truly fascinating take on those now faraway days.

My first conscious recognition of Ron Embleton’s comic strips possibly being in a 
class of their own was, in the early 1950s, on an initial encounter with Strongbow 
the Mighty in Mickey Mouse Weekly. Though I soon realised I’d previously seen 
his distinctive drawing style elsewhere, in some of the smaller comics available 
in the village newsagents. Most of these seemed to have an inexhaustible supply 
of alternative titles – often prefixed with Big – but sporadic distribution provided 
both confusion and disappointment in equal measure. However, these youthful 
frustrations had been banished when, one exceptionally sunny Friday, a neat pile 
of unusually large, brightly-coloured comics suddenly appeared on the counter 
alongside that morning’s newspapers.

Eagle was a turning point, not only in thousands of schoolboys’ – and their 
sisters’ – lives, but also the development of children’s publications over two decades. 
Significantly, there’s every likelihood that while the Hulton Press were about to take 
their extraordinary gamble, Ron Embleton was away doing his National Service in 
Malaya. Otherwise it’s difficult to imagine an enthusiastic, if still relatively fledgling, 
strip illustrator failing to be curious about rumours of Picture Post’s publishers having 
a clergyman on the premises, apparently editing a new children’s magazine. For the 
young and ambitious Embleton an urgent visit to the offices in Shoe Lane, would 
surely have become a priority.

While that may just be conjecture, events generally were to move rapidly with 
the phenomenal success of Eagle leading to, in early 1951, a rival  – Lion from 
Amalgamated Press and then in November, the launch of Hulton’s Girl; with, the 
following week, the News of the World’s innovative TV Comic. Although I’d avidly 
followed the adventures of Dan Dare, and scrutinised every other feature and the 
editorial content in each issue, it was the arrival of this sister title that actually 

spurred me to “write a letter to the Editor”. Quite quickly there came a very kind 
response complete with Marcus Morris’s signature and, because I’d particularly 
commented upon some aspect of the strip content, this was followed by a separate 
reply from Eagle’s art editor, Michael Gibson. When you’re young, it doesn’t get much 
better than that.
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The Sword of Omak
As Wulf is displaced from front page feature status by Embleton’s newest comics venture 
Battleground, the stories take on a more episodic quality. No more massed armies, no more epic 
confrontations as everything; heroes, villains and sets are reduced to a much smaller scale. A state 
of affairs typified by the small island where Wulf and his companions eventually hove up. The 
likeliest island assuming that Embleton was again basing his fiction on fact would be the small 
island of Lambay just off the Irish coast west of Dublin, which does indeed come complete with 
caverns and a pile of rocks atop of which stands a beacon. 
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I hardly think it had anything to do with encouraging my interest but, in March 
1953, Hulton’s nursery title The Robin made its appearance. Though still at school, 
I dutifully created a colour strip about a young rabbit with, I’m ashamed to admit, 
rather a lot in common with Rupert Bear when it came to residing in woodland 
cottages. It was terrible – but the die was cast and, if only tentatively, various fates 
were sealed.

By the time Ron Embleton embarked on his first epic series for Odhams’ Mickey 
Mouse Weekly, a medieval saga about the greatest archer in all Britain, Strongbow the 
Mighty, the Hulton Press had added a further string to its own bow. March 1954, saw 
a third companion paper to Eagle launched. Swift was aimed at the slightly younger 
readers catered for by the long-established Walt Disney title which, as well as Ron, 
then had Bill Lacey, Tony Weare, Cecil Orr and Frank Bellamy as contributors. 
Following a less than convincing start, Marcus Morris decided an early re-vamp 
was required, and somehow persuaded both Bellamy and Orr to jump ship. In 
early September, about a month before the new-look Swift was due to appear, there 
occurred the first in a string of coincidences.

I was travelling to London for an appointment with Arthur Roberts, the art 
editor of Girl, and suddenly spotted on the station bookstall two new papers, just out 
that very day, Junior Express and Junior Mirror.  I’m not sure whether it seemed an 
omen, but I bought them together with copies of the current Eagle, Girl and Swift. 
During the interview that afternoon, while apparently impressed with my initiative in 
wishing to learn about all aspects of children’s publishing, casually moving the rival 
titles to one side, Roberts remarked: “I don’t think we’ll need to worry about either 
of these for very long?” I’d imagine I nervously nodded in agreement. As it turned 
out, he was proved at least half correct. What neither of us could have predicted was 
something rather more bizarre.

The first editor of Junior Express was John Musgrave-Wood, actually the then 
Evening Standard political cartoonist, Emmwood. Initially the new title’s appearance 
was closer to that of a newspaper, but quite early on more cartoon strips were 
introduced including The Think Pistol by the editor himself. One of the half-dozen 
factual strips, Archers Through the Ages, Musgrave-Wood assigned to Tom Keating 
who he’d met while teaching at art college. Later on, Keating took up watercolours 
– rather too successfully, in the style of the 19th Century landscape painter, Samuel 
Palmer – which, unfortunately, ended up with his being accused of forgery and 
standing trial at the Old Bailey.

The third coincidence happened in the week following my visit to Shoe Lane, 
when Lion got its own companion title, Tiger, along with the debut of Roy of the 
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Rovers drawn by Joe Colquhoun. Its real significance, however, wasn’t obvious at
the time.

With continued encouragement from Arthur Roberts, whatever creative potential 
he thought he’d detected gradually made a little progress, with the occasional trip to 
London for further guidance and advice. Shortly after Express (Super Colour) Weekly 
made its appearance in 1956, that April the News of the World weighed in with their 
own Eagle look-a-like, Rocket, ostensibly edited by fighter-ace Douglas Bader. This 
time Arthur may have become a bit more circumspect, kept his counsel and sent me 
away to tackle further sample strips and artwork.

Then, not too long after, fate intervened and almost by sheer chance I met 
Joe Colquhoun who’d recently moved from Surrey, to a new house on the Sussex 
coast. At the time, he was both writing and drawing Roy Race’s soccer adventures 
and, not surprisingly, my understanding of what was really involved in producing 
a weekly strip advanced by leaps and bounds. From time to time, there would be 
fairly straightforward tasks he’d ask me to help with and, as a result, my prospects at 
Hultons improved no end.

Elsewhere, Rocket, a mainly space-orientated comic was battling against both 
Dan Dare and Jet Morgan in Journey Into Space; and by December had succumbed 
to a merger with Express Weekly, bringing with it the rather more successful and 
profitable TV Comic. Life at 4 Racquet Court – as recounted earlier in these pages – 
was about to enter an exciting period.

Around the time Ron Embleton took over Wulf the Briton in Express Weekly, perhaps 
out of the kindness of his heart, Joe gave me the print proofs of the Tiger cover 
artwork, to prepare the colour guide for the Benday tints. I’m sure he paid me over 
the odds, but it also freed up a few hours of his time to concentrate on the two-page 
weekly episodes and the extra work for various Amalgamated annuals.

Moreover, it provided me with a regular modest income with which to dip a 
toe into the choppy waters of a freelance existence. Although the editorial staff 
weren’t necessarily aware of my input, Joe introduced me as “a young hopeful” and 
sometimes, if it coincided with my trip to town and saved posting his artwork, I’d 
take it in to the Tiger office. This gave me the opportunity to try and establish other 
contacts and possibly find work. It was pretty fruitless at first, but one day a young 
girl on Marilyn – an “older sister” paper to Mike and Jenny Butterworth’s more “with-
it” Valentine – took pity on me, with a handful of small lettering jobs. A few weeks 
later, at someone’s kind suggestion, I went to seek out the Cowboy Picture Library. On 
this first call, to my surprise, Alan Fennell gave me a 21-page Buffalo Bill set to letter, 
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while Angus Allan promised he’d sort out an annual job. They also took me to meet 
editorial colleagues on some of the other libraries.

Then it, literally, all came together. After delivering the first batch to Fleetway 
House, in Farringdon Street, while walking back up Fleet Street suddenly someone 
caught my shoulder; it was Arthur Roberts, who then guided me into the entrance 
of Hulton House. After enquiring how things were going, he explained they were 
experiencing some temporary staff absences and he’d like me to have a shot at 
lettering a page for Eagle. I went home in a dream, with Harry Lindfield’s adventure 
strip Mark Question to letter over the weekend, and Red Star to Victoria on the 
Monday.

From then on, I was given a regular flow of freelance lettering and minor pieces of 
artwork for Eagle, Girl and Swift. This weekly routine meant it was possible to make 
the rounds elsewhere and, in time, I got a break at Odhams’ Zip where the editor, 
John N. Low, encouraged me to submit script ideas (he rightly felt my artwork wasn’t 
quite there) for a series, The Brainy B’s. He also suggested he’d be more than happy 
for Joe Colquhoun and I to handle some other episodes together; Joe did most of the 
drawing, while I tackled the lettering and painted the wash treatment on the finished 
artwork.

In the early summer of 1959, Alan Fennell started me off doing additional 
artwork for the Cowboy Picture Library, initially sending me away with a dozen-or-so 
of Ron Embleton’s original illustrations for the Western Library, to study and inwardly 
digest. I also had an opportunity to see a fair amount of his brother Gerry’s current 
work on the Davy Crockett library stories. My drawing skills actually improved quite 
rapidly, though Alan decided not to hang around to see all the end results, leaving 
Angus Allan to check the later work. His own career was also about to undergo a 
major advancement.

When I next saw him, it was as the assistant editor of TV Comic. Visiting 4 Racquet 
Court, off Fleet Street just east of Shoe Lane, was – in comparison to the ultra-
modern Hulton House – like entering a bygone 19th Century alley of pawnbroker’s 
premises. I’m pretty certain it had once been a racquet court, on the north side was 
a low sloping verandah roof, sheltering later timber-framed windows and a green-
painted doorway. Peter Jackson would have known all about its history, the names 
of its former occupants and their trades, and the rents paid to a grasping landlord. If 
Wulf the Briton hadn’t put an end to Peter’s Mark Fury adventures, the strip’s boxing 
hero may well have turned up in some incident or other located in Racquet Court.

Left of the entrance to the south facing building, a long low-ceilinged room 
housed the art department for both Express Weekly and TV Comic. On my initial 
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Wulf – The Reprints
There have been relatively few attempts to reprint Wulf the Briton. In 1975 there 
was at least a mention of perhaps reprinting a Wulf appearance from the 1959 
edition of the Express Weekly Annual in Dez Skinn’s Warrior fanzine, but it wasn’t 
until 1980 when a Marvel UK comic appeared under the title of Forces in Combat 
that any attempt was made to reprint this epic strip in it’s country of origin.

Frustratingly even though the editors had access to the original artwork, the 
captions of which were re-worked to accommodate presentation as a double 
page spread, the comic itself was printed on relatively low grade newsprint and 
so much of the sparkle and subtlety of the work was lost in the process. Two 
stories were reprinted, the first being, the seven part Flavus Maximus story 
and the second was the climatic six episodes devoted to the attack on Queen 
Cartamandua’s Fortress. This latter story was a particularly sorry affair for 
anyone that had encountered the first printing.

But the print shortcomings of these episodes was as naught in comparison 
to the truly bizarre reproduction of Wulf episodes which began to appear in 
France in 1958. In what can only be presumed to be a deal which was brokered 
between Express Newspapers and Mondial Publications, permission was granted 
to translate and serialise Wulf the Briton under the title Rock L’Invincible in the 
French Weekly comic Hurrah. The editor and publisher was an Italian emigre by 
the name of Cino Del Duca and in terms of publishing Del Duca was a man of 
extraordinary drive and vision. Arriving in France in 1923, he started out with a 
small print shop in Paris, moving into publishing as a logical next step. When the 
war interrupted his publishing activities, he served in the French Resistance for 
which he was awarded the Croix De Guerre. After the war he concentrated his 
resources on building up his publishing empire and comics were one of the areas 
into which he poured a lot of his energies. Founding Mondial Publications as the 
comics arm of his publishing empire, he acquired the rights to a lot of English 
language comics, most notably Tarzan but U.K. characters such as Embleton’s 
Wulf and Don Lawrence’s Wells Fargo were also part of his folio.

The results of the Wulf reprints were less than satisfactory but 
nevertheless interesting. What happened was that reproduction was 
constrained by the necessity of having to reconfigure the artwork for a four 
colour process for presses that were considerably less sophisticated than 
the expensive, state of the art German photogravure presses employed by 
Liverpool’s Eric Bemrose. In the case of the Wulf pages the artwork was 
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The epic sweep of the Cartamandua sequence was disappointingly compromised by the greatly reduced page size and poor paper quality utilised by Marvel U.K.’s 
Forces in Combat comic. 
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There were occassions where despite the limitations of  l’intrepide Hurrah! ‘s reproduction, punchy colouring on behalf of Mondial’s production department 
managed to provide a decent approximation of the original incarnation of the Wulf strip.
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created by taking black and white tonal copies of Embleton’s colour artwork and 
adding the three colours to the grey toned copies. This process gave the artwork 
a weirdly antiquated look and certainly a million miles away from the vivacity, 
punch and atmosphere of the Express Weekly presentation of these stories. In 
addition and due to the reformatting problems that were created by the rejigging 
required for the French comic Hurrah–latterly l’intrepide Hurrah!, additional 
panels were added by Angelo di Marco and the strip was continued even after it 
had ceased publication in the U.K.

Front cover of l’intrepide Hurrah! with top left additional panel by 
Angelo di Marco. 
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Although issue 140 is regarded as Embleton’s official debut on Wulf, it was actually this story appearing in the Express Weekly 
Annual 1958 published in autumn of 1957, that marked Embleton’s first rendering of Wulf and his comrades. Bearing in mind 
the long lead in time for artwork commissioned for annuals, it is more than likely that Ron Embleton would have undertaken 
this job when Ruggero Giovannini was still drawing the weekly strip. Hence the slightly atypical style, where the young artist 
would be endeavouring to match Giovannin’s use of line and colour.  By the time Embleton was in harness on the weekly strip 
he’d, with Jenny Butterworth’s assent, dropped the Greatorix character who he felt looked too much like an American convict 
and rechristend Cadmon as Greatorix. 
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Afterword
Ron Embleton’s tenure on Wulf ended in the spring of 1960 at a period of transition 
for the artist. Vacating the house in Ilford, which he described as being so close to 
the railway line that the windows rattled every time a train went past, he upped sticks 
and with his young family moved to Bournemouth where he was to spend the rest of 
his life, before succumbing in 1988 to a heart attack at the tragically early age of 57. 

In the intervening years his work developed and grew in scope and stature as with 
typical restlessness and an inbuilt fear of creative stasis he continued to explore new 
horizons with his art and publishing ventures. 

Amongst the many projects that  he poured his boundless energies into, those 
that seemed to most directly continue where Wulf the Briton left off, include his work 

for the first twenty three episodes of 
Wrath of the Gods. His artwork for this 
Willie Patterson scripted saga based 
on Classical Greece and peopled with 
gods and monsters seemed a perfect 
realization of the dark themes this 
series explored. But however delighted 
readers may have been with the work, 
Embleton himself was less than happy 
with the subject matter and dropped 
the series so that he could devote 
more of his energies to a  project that 
had been engaging him for much of 
the previous year. Launched by the 
visionary editor Leonard Matthews; 
Look and Learn aimed at providing 
school age children with a magazine 
that would both  inform and entertain 
them. The work that Ron Embleton 
created for Look and Learn, enabled 
him to explore a variety of historical 
topics with much greater freedom 
than any commissions he had engaged 
with previously.

The speed and panache that  
Embleton brought to his work enabled 
him to have anything up to half a 
dozen projects on the go all at once, 
including  the Oh Wicked Wanda 
comic strip for Penthouse, illustrations 
for children’s fairy tales, books on the 
Wild West, illustrations of Dickensian 
themes and his own self generated 

Embleton in his Bournemouth studio circa 1980 with one of his Roman illustrations on display. For much of his life the artist 
would work insane hours giving rise to his “panda eyes” as he was wont to describe them.
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